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Whitworth Wind Symphony Richard Strauch, D.M.A., Conductor 
Sine Nomine Ralph Vaughan Williams 
Processional led by Kenneth M. Roberts, '68, of the Whitworth University Board of Trustees 
Beck A. Taylor, Ph.D., President 
*Those who are able shall stand. 
J 
Robin Pickering, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Health Sciences 
Doctorate of Humane Letters Honoris Causa 
Noel Castellanos, '82, Christian Community Development Association Institute 
By Beck A. Taylor, Ph.D., President 
Caroline J. Simon, Ph.D., Provost and Executive Vice President 
Old Testament Reading Guillermo Sid Bunze, Class of 2016 
Leviticus 26:12 
New Testament Reading Katelyn Kristine Dilworth, Class of 2016 
John 14:6 
Buen Camino: Are You Ready for the Journey? Noel Castellanos, 82 
Great Is Thy Faithfulness 
Song Leader: Tyler Curtis McFarland, Class of 2016 
Great is Thy faithfulness, O, God, my Father; 
There is no shadow of turning with Thee; 
Thou changest not; Thy compassions they fail not; 
As Thou hast been, Thou forever will be. 
Refrain 
Great is Thy faithfulness! 
Great is Thy faithfulness! 
Morning by morning, new mercies I see. 
All I have needed, Thy hand hath provided; 
Great is Thy faithfulness, Lord, unto me! 
Summer and winter and springtime and harvest 
Sun, moon and stars in their courses above 
Join with all nature in manifold witness 
To Thy great faithfulness, mercy and love. 
Refrain 
Pardon for sin and a peace that endureth; 
Thine own dear presence to cheer and to guide; 
Strength for today and bright hope for tomorrow; 
Blessings all mine, with ten thousand beside! 
Refrain 
Kevin Scott Glover, Class of 2016 
Music: William M. Runyan 
Lyrics: Thomas O. Chisholm 
*Those who are able shall stand. 
S 
The Whitworth Choir 
Marc A. Hafs0, D.M.A., Director 
Ring Out, Wild Bells from The Passing of the Year (2000) Jonathan c 
O Earth, O Earth, return! 
Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky, 
The flying cloud, the frosty light. 
The year is dying in the night; 
Ring out, wild bells, and let him die. 
Ring out the old, ring in the new, 
Ring, happy bells, across the snow: 
The year is going, let him go; 
Ring out the false, ring in the true. 
Ring out the grief that saps the mind, 
For those that here we see no more, 
Ring out the feud of r ich and poor, 
Ring in redress to all mankind. 
Ring out the want, the care, the sin, 
The faithless coldness of the time; 
Ring out, ring out my mournful rhymes, 
But ring the fuller minstrel in. 
Ring out old shapes of foul disease, 
Ring out the narrowing lust of gold; 
Ring out the thousand wars of old. 
Ring in the thousand years of peace. _ A)trej Lord Tennyson 
Mary Trotter, '08, Adjunct Faculty and Staff Accompanist: Piano 
Evan Jerrold Barnes, Class of 2016 
Beck A. Taylor, Ph.D., President 
Rhosetta R. Rhodes, '99, '11, Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students 
Beck A. Taylor, Ph.D., President 
Caroline J. Simon, Ph.D., Provost and Executive Vice President 
Ryan Townsend, M.N., A.R.N.P., B.C., Undergraduate Program Director, 
Washington State University College of Nursing 
Academic Department Chairpersons 
Centennial Text 1990 Lyrics by Leonard A.. Cdakland and Darrcll Gudcr 
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Rev. Forrest H. Buckner, Ph.D., Dean of Spiritual Life and Campus Pastor 
Whitworth Wind Symphony Richard Strauch, D.M.A., Conductor 
(Please remain seated until candidates leave the arena during the recessional.) 




In addition to majoring in English (literature and writing tracks), Kathryn Cunningham has completed extensive 
endorsement coursework in English-language learners and mathematics and is graduating in the George F. Whitworth 
Honors Program. She was president of the Westminster Round, a club dedicated to fostering community in Whitworth's 
English department, for two years, and she served as a poetry reader for Rock & Sling, a lit erary journal based at 
Whitworth, from 2014-16. Kathryn has also worked at the Whitworth Composition Commons as a writing consultant 
for five semesters. During her junior year Jan Term, she completed an internship at the Smithsonian Center for Folklife 
and Cultural Heritage, creating an online storytelling publication published by the Smithsonian's CFCH blog and 
featured on the Whitworth University homepage. Next year, Kathryn will move to Japan to teach English in the 
JET program, after which she hopes to attain an MIT degree and to teach high school English, mathematics, or ELL. 
"Katie is one of the finest students I have worked with in my entire teaching career," says Associate Professor of English 
Charles "Casey" Andrews. "She is an English major who thrives in her math minor, and she writes densely theoretical 
literary criticism on topics like 'co-created spaces and androgyny in Angela Carter's short fiction' while also writing 
beautiful, serene poetry about her family's Japanese American ancestry and its history with internment camps. When 
she graduates, I wil l deeply miss those frequent moments in classes and in hallway conversations where a group is talking 
and Katie's brow gets furrowed and I can ask what she is thinking; invariably, she has some insight that pushes our 
conversation forward and that other students refer to for the rest of the meeting. We are very fortunate to have gotten 




Luke Olsen has the distinction of being a triplet: His siblings, Jessica and Mark, are graduating from Northwest 
University this spring. But Luke has distinguished himself on his own, as well. After his freshman year in Mac Hall, 
Luke returned as a first-floor resident assistant. During the fall semester of his junior year, he was a small-group 
coordinator in Warren and the recipient of the Daniel Burtness Memorial Leadership Award. That spring, he 
studied philosophy and theology at Wycliffe Hall, Oxford. In the summer, through the Whitworth Office of Church 
Engagement, he served in a Church of Scotland parish near Glasgow. "Luke has had a very distinguished career at 
Whitworth," says Professor of Theology Jerry Sittser. "First, he is obviously a superior student. Here at Whitworth, and 
in the rarefied atmosphere of Oxford University as well, he has performed at a very high level. But he is more than a 
student who has earned a high GPA. He is curious, he has developed mature skills in research and writing, and he 
is catalytic in the classroom without ever dominating. He has done research in both New Testament studies and in 
Augustine, again at a very high level." Sittser adds, "Luke is serious, teachable, kind, and humble. He loves God and 
wants to make a difference in the world. He is one of the best we have had in our department for some time." "I am truly 
thankful for the support and generosity of the Whitworth community," Luke says, "especially from my professors. My 
life has been made so much better by the deep friendships I've formed here. Next year I wil l serve as a fellow at Reality 
Ministries, in Durham, N.C. Following that, I hope to continue studying theology, especially Augustine, in preparation 
for ministry and teaching." 
Noel Castellanos has worked in full-time ministry in Latino, urban communities since his graduation 
from Whitworth, in 1982. He is the founder of the Latino Leadership Foundation. He has served in youth 
ministry, church planting, advocacy and community development in San Francisco, San Jose, and Chicago. 
After serving on the board of the Christian Community Development Association for many years, he 
established the CCDA Institute, which equips emerging church leaders in the philosophy of Christian 
community development. CCDA is one the largest evangelical organizations in the U.S., providing 
holistic ministry training and racial reconciliation. Its annual conference draws more than 3,000 conferees, 
representing hundreds of grassroots-level ministries. Castellanos is currently the organization's chief 
executive officer and president. 
Castellanos was appointed to serve on President Obama's Council for Faith and Neighborhood Partnerships, 
and is a speaker, motivator, and mentor to young leaders throughout the U.S. He has a deep passion to serve 
and invest in the lives of leaders committed to serving the poor. 
The author of Where the Cross Meets the Street: What Happens to the Neighborhood When God is at the Center, 
which blends the art of story with firmly rooted theology and time-tested praxis, Castellanos is also co-author 
of A Heart for the Community, New Models for Urban and Suburban Ministry, and has contributed to various 
other books and publications. These include Deep Justice in a Broken World, A Heart for the City, and Crazy 
Enough to Care. 
A few salient facts: Castellanos was born in Weslaco, Texas, a few miles from the Mexican border. When he's 
not at work, he is running, drinking coffee with friends, or looking for deals at a thrift store. Three things you 
can always find in his fridge or pantry are bacon, pistachio nuts, and Breyer's low-carb ice cream bars. The 
theme song or the movie title for the story of his life would be A Day Without a Mexican, "a bad movie," he 
says, "but a great theme about our nation's dependence on Mexican immigrants." He adds, "I also love the 
song, 'Why Can't We Be Friends?,' by War." 
Castellanos and his wife of 30 years, Marianne, make their home in the barrio of La Villita in Chicago, and 
have three grown children; Noel Luis, Stefan, and Anna. 
Criminal Justice 
Administration 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Holly A. Hocking 
University Place, Washington 
Bradley James Johnson 
summa cum laude 
Post Falls, Idaho 
Robert Earl Rahn 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
Paul Andrew Watson 
magna cum laude 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Humanities 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Jesse Wayne Clark 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
Courtney Anne Daniels 
Clayton, Washington 
Sara Jones 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 




Tamber Marie Spears 
Nine Mile Falls, Washington 
Jennifer Toulouse-Lee 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Program Management 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Ronnie Gregory Bussiere 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Lance Aaron Carlon 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Amy Lynne Condon 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Delia Elaine Gregg Cook 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Celia Deanne Magnuson 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
Tracy E. Suarez 




Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Corin Walsh Morse 
Spokane, Washington 
Angela Kai Shope 
summa cum laude 
Hauser, Idaho 
Social Services 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Jacinda Adele 
Strawberry Plains, Tennessee 
Rosemarie Becker 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Jennifer Lee Bergstrom 
Spokane, Washington 
Sarah Ann Brannon 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Theodore Lester Carroll 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Melissa Jean Davaz 
Spokane, Washington 
Jon V. Delonas 
summa cum laude 
Airway Heights, Washington 
Adam Joshua Fauth 
summa cum laude 





Jennifer Joyce Floyd 




• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Reagan Lee Henry 
Loon Lake, Washington 
Kippy Kae Jones 
Spokane, Washington 
Erika Gould Leland 
Los Altos, California 
Kassandra Marie Raynor 
Spokane, Washington 
Robert Eric Ringoen 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Christopher John Rosales 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Jill Monique Sanders 
cum laude 
Colbert, Washington 
Rachel Kae Scholten 
summa cum laude 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Diane White 
Spokane, Washington 




Bachelor of Arts 
Anneka Elisabeth Baird 
(Art and English) 
summa cum laude 
Ferryville, Wisconsin 
Britney Marie Baker 
Shoreline, Washington 
Polly Jean Blakely 
(Art and Arts Administration) 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Sarah Michelle Carver* 
(Art and Secondary Education) 
cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Christina Nicole Dobbins 
(Psychology and Art) 
summa cum laude 
Redwood City, California 
Anna Marie Feuerstein 
cum laude 
Pullman, Washington 
Olivia Kathryn Newman 
Yakima, Washington 
Hayley Morgan Niehaus 
Jerome, Idaho 
Elaina Christine Schrader t 
cum laude 
West Linn, Oregon 
Jeffrey David Skaggs 
cum laude 
West Richland, Washington 
Holly Rivard Voboril 
Penn Valley, California 
Madeline King West 
Manitou Springs, Colorado 
in absentia 
Art History 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Sophia Elizabeth Du Val 
Portland, Oregon 
Anna Elizabeth Short 




Bachelor of Arts 
• Polly Jean Blakely 
(Art and Arts Administration) 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Kolina Marlayna Chitta 
magna cum laude 
Camas, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Digital Art and 
Storytelling 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Sarah Elizabeth Cardel 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Biology 
Bachelor of Arts 
Rachael Sharie Bachler 
Monument, Colorado 
Christian David Gill 
Pasco, Washington 
• Kelee Nicole Lambert 
(Biology and Psychology) 
cum laude 
Longview, Washington 
Colton Robert Reavis 
Spokane, Washington 
Madison Marie Roberts 
magna cum laude 
Yakima, Washington 
• Zachary Thomas Scott 
(Biology and English) 
East Wenatchee, Washington 
Biology 
Bachelor of Science 
Joel David Alexander 
Yakima, Washington 
Breanna Lynne Barnes 
summa cum laude 
Whitefish, Montana 
Alissa Marie Dixon Bates 
summa cum laude 
Maple Valley, Washington 
Hannah Gale Beachwood 
(Spanish and Biology) 
cum laude 
Beaverton, Oregon 
Colton Robert Berry 
(Biology and Chemistry) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Lisa Marie Bjorklund 
(Biology and Spanish) 
Yakima, Washington 
Jacqueline Belle Brennan 
cum laude 
King Hill, Idaho 
Kevin Patrick Brown 
magna cum laude 
Grover Beach, California 
Adriana Elisa Calderon 
(Biology and Chemistry) 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Erik Brendan Domas 
magna cum laude 
Woodinville, Washington 
Cara Marie Foster 
Spokane, Washington 
Evalyn lone George 
magna cum laude 
Lakebay, Washington 
Shaunee Nichole Georgio 
magna cum laude 
West Yellowstone, Montana 
Kevin Scott Glover 
cum laude 
Spring Creek, Nevada 
Victoria Catherine Grace 
cum laude 
Hood River, Oregon 
Alexander Paul Hoffmann 
summa cum laude 
Mead, Washington 
Ashley May Holmes 
Eagle, Idaho 
Anneliese Katherine Immel 
(Biology and Chemistry) 
summa cum laude 
Yakima, Washington 
Bailey Faye Keefe 
cum laude 
Redmond, Washington 
Elisabeth Marie Larson 
summa cum laude 
Bellingham, Washington 
Derek Austin Lee 
summa cum laude 
Montebello, California 
in absentia 
Allyson Kay Nelson 
Spokane, Washington 
Clara Mae Nelson 
Port Angeles, Washington 
Itunujesu Jane Olonade 
Jos, Nigeria 
Trevor Xavier Pereyda 
cum laude 
Mesa, Arizona 
Tawnie Marie Rand 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Margaret Tyhurst Regis 
Novato, California 
Rachelle Leslie Robley 
Pearl City, Hawai'i 
Kristen Marie Schoenike 
summa cum laude 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Nathan Clay Stenson 
Davis, California 
Michael Lee Tan 
Liberty Lake, Washington 
Christopher Farzad Thomas 
cum laude 
San Diego, California 
Matthew Thomas 
(Biology and Spanish) 
cum laude 
Salem, Oregon 
Mary Beth Walker 
Kapaa, Hawai'i 
Meghan Noelle Watkins 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Lauren Marci Wells 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Sarah Eleanor Woods 




Bachelor of Arts 
Chad Michael Beane 
Newport Beach, California 
Austin Ward Billeter 
cum laude 
Mead, Washington 
Taylor Elizabeth Burnight 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
magna cum laude 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Kendall Rae Chin 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
summa cum laude 
Portland, Oregon 
Daria Lauren Cooper 
magna cum laude 
Yakima, Washington 
Taylor Morgan Floyd 
cum laude 
University Place, Washington 
Jacob Anthony Forrest 
Whitefish, Montana 
Nicholas Gary Gosselin 
cum laude 
Post Falls, Idaho 
• Benjamin Jacob Gustafson 
(Accounting and Business Management 
and Marketing) 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Cole H. Helgeson 
Redmond, Washington 
Samantha Jo Keating 
summa cum laude 
Cottonwood, Idaho 
Stephanie Soriano Laurie 
Sequim, Washington 
Lucas Hao-Jan Lin 
Walnut Creek, California 
Zachary John Mueller 
cum laude 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Brooke Diane Myers 
Wenatchee, Washington 
Hyeon J. Oh 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
cum laude 
Federal Way, Washington 
Kelly Lynn Paul 
cum laude 
Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Krista Lynn Perisho 
cum laude 
Moro, Oregon 
Michael James Renner 
Spokane, Washington 
• Marisela Revuelta Cervantes 
(Accounting and Marketing) 
Coalcoman, Michoacan, Mexico 
Molly Jo Roloff 
(Accounting and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
Katie LeAnn Rupke 
magna cum laude 
Vancouver, Washington 
Joseph Herbert Schweiger 
Spokane, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Cynthia Nicole Tapia 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
magna cum laude 
Naches, Washington 
Herman Matthew Valdez 
Wayne, Illinois 
in absentia 
Mitchell A. Whitehead 
Colbert, Washington 
Business Management 
Bachelor of Arts 
Abigail Fear Allen 
cum laude 
Kent, Washington 
Cassidy Jo Baumgartner 
cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 
• Laura Kathr yn Bauthues 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
Bellingham, Washington 
Joseph DeFranco Beattie 
summa cum laude 
Issaquah, Washington 
Ryan Eugene Brubaker 
cum laude 
Newcastle, Washington 
Chalyn Lorraine Brunck 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
• Taylor Elizabeth Burnight 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
magna cum laude 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Daniel Philip Carter 






• Kendall Rae Chin 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
summa cum laude 
Portland, Oregon 
Michael Augustine Cruciotti 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
magna cum laude 
Elizabeth, Colorado 
Mason Jeffrey Culp 
Bonney Lake, Washington 
Nicholas Alexander Denchel 
Prosser, Washington 
Joseph Judson Kanoa Dill 
Koloa, Hawai'i 
Jeremy Adam Druffel 
Pullman, Washington 
Nathaniel Scott Fearer 
summa cum laude 
Santa Barbara, California 
Alicen Anne Freeman 
Walla Walla, Washington 
Caleb Raoul Garza 
Othello, Washington 
• Benja min Jacob Gustafson 
(Accounting and Business Management 
and Marketing) 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Alyssa Marie Haak 
summa cum laude 
Outlook, Washington 
• Brianna Renee Herron 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
Tigard, Oregon 
Vincent Cooper Janke 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Julianne Kathryn King 
Fresno, California 
Kevin Pennington Kirby 
Sandpoint, Idaho 
Chance Vincent Muretta 
Belt, Montana 
Nicole Marie Nevins 
magna cum laude 
Seattle, Washington 
Shane Matthew Nishioka-Healy 
Kauai, Hawai'i 
• Hyeon J. Oh 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
cum laude 
Federal Way, Washington 
Andrew John Paine 
Spokane, Washington 
Lauren Mae Raap 
magna cum laude 
Prosser, Washington 
Adam John Roberts 
Snohomish, Washington 
Casey Nolan Rogstad 
summa cum laude 
Spirit Lake, Idaho 
Philip Jonathan Saul 
Mukilteo, Washington 
Joseph Henry Schwalbach 
magna cum laude 
Rathdrum, Idaho 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Zachary Michael Shuholm 
West Linn, Oregon 
Danielle Nicole Soper 
Spokane, Washington 
Matthew Taylor Staudacher 
Kirkland, Washington 
• Cynth ia Nicole Tapia 
(Accounting and Business Management) 
magna cum laude 
Naches, Washington 
• Bryan H arold Walsh 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Jonathan Mark Williams 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Junwon Leo Yim 
cum laude 
Seoul, South Korea 
Business Management 
Bachelor of Business 
Administration 




Bachelor of Arts 
Patrick S. Bannworth 
Kennewick, Washington 
Tyler James Daggy 
Nine Mile Falls, Washington 
Samual Andre Jarrett 
magna cum laude 
Urunga, Australia 
Grant William McNiel 
Wilsonville, Oregon 
Brett Gregory Pray 
magna cum laude 
Sisters, Oregon 
Lyle James Rudnicki 
summa cum laude 
Redmond, Washington 
• Joel Peter Silv ius 
(Economics and Theology) 
magna cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 
Jacob Anthony Vinson 
Issaquah, Washington 
International Business 
Bachelor of Arts 
Auby Rae Basler 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho 
Ruben Briseno, Jr. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Anna Elizabeth Broaddus 
Bellevue, Washington 
Alaska Jean Bruneau 
Spokane, Washington 
David Richard Greenwood 
magna cum laude 
Puyallup, Washington 




Vienna, Austria, and Seoul, South Korea 
Jessica Sam Yock Line Razanadrakoto 
Moramanga, Madagascar 
Kiersten Rae Signalness 
Wilsonville, Oregon 
Colby Stephan Wayenberg 
Deer Park, Washington 
Marketing 
Bachelor of Arts 
Rachel Emily-Hope Ahlberg 
East Wenatchee, Washington 
Laura Kathryn Bauthues 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
Bellingham, Washington 
Rene Juliet Boren 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Danielle Elizabeth Cooper 
magna cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Michael Augustine Cruciotti 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
magna cum laude 
Elizabeth, Colorado 
Austin Matthew Damon 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Faith Margaret Emerson 
Santa Barbara, California 
Samuel Kurtis Engle 
Eugene, Oregon 
Benjamin Jacob Gustafson 
(Accounting and Business Management 
and Marketing) 
Phoenix, Arizona 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Organizational 
Management 
Bachelor of Arts 
Jonathan Scott Adams 
magna cum laude 
Glendora, California 
Chasten Barce 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
Christopher J. Barton 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Peggy Lynn Beaudry 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Laura Joanne Browning 
Ipswich, England 
Guillermo Sid Bunze 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Jacob Joseph Dougherty 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Meghan Marie Erickson 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Adrienne B. Fischer 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Shala Eileen Garcia 
summa cum laude 
Nine Mile Falls, Washington 
Jason Halterman 
magna cum laude 
Nine Mile Falls, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program ^^ 
Brianna Renee Herron 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
Tigard, Oregon 
Alexis Noel McLeod 
Kirkland, Washington 
Hailey Elizabeth Muller 
cum laude 
Billings, Montana 
Vincent David Peterson 
Sammamish, Washington 
Kristina Marie Rech 
magna cum laude 
Snohomish, Washington 
Marisela Revuelta Cervantes 
(Accounting and Marketing) 
Coalcoman, Michoacan, Mexico 
Breanna Theresa Robbins 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Sophia Aiko Teruya 
Honolulu, Hawai'i 
George Peter Valle 
magna cum laude 
Bellevue, Washington 
Bryan Harold Walsh 
(Business Management and Marketing) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Spencer Adrian Wolfe 
cum laude 
Bellingham, Washington 
Jennifer Dawn Knickerbocker 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Leslie Gayle Libey 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Terri Rae Mills 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Michael Wayne Mulvaney 
magna cum laude 
Colbert, Washington 
Angela Marie Naccarato 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Crystal Rose Orcutt 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Brian Lane Pillman 
summa cum laude 
Brazil, Indiana 





Stuart Anthony Singleton 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Carly Denise Watkins 
summa cum laude 
Elk, Washington 
Rodney E. Wright, Sr. 
Spokane, Washington 
Shalena Mae Wylie 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 




Bachelor of Arts 
Eyasu Adane Adebo 
Nazreth, Ethiopia 
Christopher Andrew Beehler 
(Applied Physics and Chemistry) 
magna cum laude 
Yakima, Washington 
in absentia 
• Adriana Elisa Calderon 
(Biology and Chemistry) 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Tyler Aldon DeVaney 
Puyallup, Washington 
• Anneliese Katherine Immel 
(Biology and Chemistry) 
summa cum laude 
Yakima, Washington 
Shin Ku (James) Kang 
magna cum laude 
Glendora, California 
Karl Bernhard Muelheims 
Spokane, Washington 




(Applied Physics and Chemistry) 
Boise, Idaho 
in absentia 
Naji Nael Saker 
Beaverton, Oregon 
Gurkaran Bir Singh 
Spokane, Washington 
• Sydney Morgan Soares 
(Biophysics and Chemistry) 
Roseville, California 
Kyle Rollin Wicks 
summa cum laude 
Woodburn, Oregon 
Chemistry 
Bachelor of Science 
Marie Noel Arguinchona 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
Evan Jerrold Barnes 
cum laude 
Albany, Oregon 
• Colton Robert Berry 
(Biology and Chemistry) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Andrew Allyn Bloom 
magna cum laude 
Stanwood, Washington 
Cameron William Call 
cum laude 
Richland, Washington 
Cassandra Lynn Hayenga 
Coeur dAlene, Idaho 
Jordan Tomas Holmes 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Joie Benilde Ikuzwe 
Kigali, Rwanda 
Kaitlyn Jessica Johnson 
Rathdrum, Idaho 
Cody Alan Kaiser 
magna cum laude 
Reno, Nevada 
Samantha Lee Lawson 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
Blake Nawahine Mansfield 
Nampa, Idaho 
Tyler Jonathon Milstein 
summa cum laude 
Lompoc, California 
Thu Tran Anh Nguyen 
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
2nd Lt. Daniel Hudson Prager 
Kailua, Hawai'i 




East Wenatchee, Washington 
David Boyd Starkovich 
cum laude 
Bellingham, Washington 
Clarisa Dawn Watkins 
Vancouver, Washington 
Anita Rachel Weeks 
(Chemistry and Spanish) 
Spokane, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 




Bachelor of Arts 
Savanna Noel Atherton 
cum laude 
Portland, Oregon 
Andrew Nelson Beck 
Snoqualmie, Washington 
Maxwell Thomas Carter 
Woodinville, Washington 
Whitney Levail Carter 
Mill Creek, Washington 
Shyanne Renae Faulconer 
cum laude 
Goldendale, Washington 
Madison Daniele Garner 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Jessica Nicole Grubbs 
Seattle, Washington 
• Bailey Ann Kasler 




Addison Bowie Koneval 
summa cum laude 
Moorpark, California 





Brittany Michelle Roberson 
cum laude 
Visalia, California 
Olivia Kate Rogers 
summa cum laude 
Kent, Washington 
Logan Francesca Shenkel 
cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Matthew Wu 
Brooklyn, New York 
• Juliana Nicole Zajicek 
(Communication and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Education Studies 
& Communication 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 





Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Deanna Nicole Ingram 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Journalism & Mass 
Communication 
Bachelor of Arts 
Nicholas Steven Banbury 
Saratoga, California 
Korey Thomas Hope 
Wenatchee, Washington 
Sasha Siclait 
(Journalism & Mass Communication and 
Spanish) 
Salem, Oregon 
Connor Benjamin Soudani 
Camarillo, California 
Speech Communication 
Bachelor of Arts 
MacKenzie Danielle Crittenden 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Elizabeth Michelle Porter 
Tacoma, Washington 
Gunnar Preston Tesdahl 
Spokane, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Education 
Elementary Education 
Bachelor of Arts 
Jessica Taylor Arnzen* 
cum laude 
Milton-Freewater, Oregon 
Allison Celeste Ballard* 
summa cum laude 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Sophie Elizabeth Carkulis* 
Spokane, Washington 
Elena Maria Cisneros* 
Alameda, California 
Taylor Marie Cornwell* 
cum laude 
Vancouver, Washington 
Katelyn Kristine Dilworth* t 
Tacoma, Washington 
Madeline Sheree Dinsmore* 
cum laude 
Burns, Oregon 
Annalisa Lea Druffel* 
cum laude 
Pullman, Washington 
Abigail Lee Eichenberger* 
magna cum laude 
Bozeman, Montana 
Alexis Evelyn Elliott* 
cum laude 
Redmond, Washington 
Taylor Mae Ferrier* 
Adna, Washington 
Julia Beth Fox* 
cum laude 
Corvallis, Oregon 
Mary Lynn Gonzales* 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Claire Evelyn Hannan* 
(Elementary Education and Special 
Education) 
magna cum laude 
Seattle, Washington 
Cassidy Rachelle Heckman* 
summa cum laude 
Atwater, California 
• Alison Reed King* 
(Elementary Education and Special 
Education) 
magna cum laude 
Bellevue, Washington 
Nicole Brianne Leonard* 
cum laude 
Thousand Oaks, California 
Tiffany Lim* 
magna cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Katie Claire Long* 




Briann Kristin Maley* 
magna cum laude 
Rosalia, Washington 
Jenna Marie Maneotis* 
magna cum laude 
Grand Junction, Colorado 
Kelsey Jameson Nolan* 
magna cum laude 
Renton, Washington 
• Aubrey Lorraine Rogers* 




Brianne Lynn Ross* 
Oak Harbor, Washington 
Kierstie Arlene Swagata Shellman* 
cum laude 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Alyssa Jo Stromswold* 
cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Erika Joy TenHaken* 
magna cum laude 
Happy Valley, Oregon 
Makenna Lee Thies* 
cum laude 
Leona Valley, California 
Jordan Lee Thomas* 
(Elementary Education and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Kortney Justine Whaley* 
summa cum laude 
Ojai, California 
Megan Kathleen Wilkes* 
Spokane, Washington 
Alexander Keith Williams* 
Spokane, Washington 
Nikole Jolyn Wyles* 
summa cum laude 
Wenatchee, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Education Studies: 
Elementary & Special 
Education 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Alicia Taryn Wigert 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Education Studies & 
Communication 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 




Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Shayla Marie Dougherty 
Novato, California 
Secondary Education 
Bachelor of Arts 
Haley Christine Baxley* 
(Secondary Education and Spanish) 
George Whitworth Honors 
summa cum laude 
Erie, Colorado 
• Chelsea Lynn Bayley* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
cum laude 
Rathdrum, Idaho 
Sarah Michelle Carver* 
(Art and Secondary Education) 
cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Hannah Rose Comi* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Amanda Jolie Cowan* 
(Secondary Education and Spanish) 
cum laude 
Edmonds, Washington 
Austin Jack Foglesong* 
(English and Secondary Education) 
magna cum laude 
Quincy, Washington 
Azaria Kendra Heier* 
(French and Secondary Education) 
magna cum laude 
SeaTac, Washington 
Katelyn Joy Hunter* 
(Secondary Education and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Bellingham, Washington 
• Shelby Gail Lemley* 
(Music Education and Secondary 
Education) 
magna cum laude 
Goldendale, Washington 
Alexandra Pearl McConnell* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
Bend, Oregon 
KC Jean McConnell* 
(Kinesiology and Secondary Education) 
summa cum laude 
Clarkston, Washington 
• Jacob Joel Millay* 
(English and Secondary Education) 
cum laude 
Vancouver, Washington 
• Morgan Anne Sherve* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
magna cum laude 
Danville, California 
Special Education 
Bachelor of Arts 
Claire Evelyn Hannan* 
(Elementary Education and Special 
Education) 
magna cum laude 
Seattle, Washington 
Alison Reed King* 
(Elementary Education and Special 
Education) 
magna cum laude 
Bellevue, Washington 
• Katie Claire Long* 




Aubrey Lorraine Rogers* 




• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 




Bachelor of Arts 
Rebecca Liane Blackwell* 
magna cum laude 
Tucson, Arizona 
Don Brummett* 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
in absentia 
Amanda Starr Burnett* 
summa cum laude 
Chewelah, Washington 
Jennifer Alayne Damschen* 
magna cum laude 
Newman Lake, Washington 
Madeline Ruby Dorris* 
Seattle, Washington 
Cheri Anne Escobar* 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Jennifer Lorene Gorst* 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Megan Shelby Graeber* 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Larissa April Heckathorn* 
magna cum laude 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Sarah Dyan Hert* 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washingt on 




magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Mary Elizabeth Ludwig* 
Chewelah, Washington 
Justice Jade Osborn* 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Janae Kristine Passinetti* 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Chester Frank Paulson* 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Brittney Emma Rose Searcy* 




Rebecca Joy Wilson* 
summa cum laude 
Elk, Washington 
Educational Studies 
Bachelor of Arts 








Digital Art and 
Storytelling 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Sarah Elizabeth Cardel 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Digital Humanities 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Alexandra Danielle Fiedler 
Keizer, Oregon 
English 
Bachelor of Arts 
Daniel Joseph Amado 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Nicholas G. Avery 
summa cum laude 
Fresno, California 
• Anneka Elisabeth Baird 
(Art and English) 
summa cum laude 
Ferryville, Wisconsin 
• Ivalee Kate Parks Beck 
(English and French) 
Bellevue, Washington 
Rebekah Cheyenne Bresee 
cum laude 
Coulee City, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
7s~ 
• Hanna h Elizabeth Cobb 
(English and Theology) 
cum laude 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dana Morgan Comi 
magna cum laude 
Phoenix, Arizona 
• Dan ielle Victoria Cossey 
(English and Sociology) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Kayla Anne Countryman 
Snohomish, Washington 
Sarah Michelle Claveria Cruz 
(English and Psychology) 
Milpitas, California 
Kathryn Elizabeth Cunningham 
George Whitworth Honors 
summa cum laude 
Mukilteo, Washington 
Peter Frederic Duell 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Luke James Eldredge 
cum laude 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
• Austi n Jack Foglesong* 
(English and Secondary Education) 
magna cum laude 
Quincy, Washington 
Elizabeth Marie Ginley 
summa cum laude 
Littleton, Colorado 
John Prescott Hope 





Madeline Ruth Kamm 
Pasadena, California 
Christopher James MacMurray 
Eagle Creek, Oregon 
Hanna Merrick Martin 
(English and French) 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Elizabeth Ann Merriam 
magna cum laude 
Basin, Wyoming 
Jacob Joel Millay* 
(English and Secondary Education) 
cum laude 
Vancouver, Washington 
Kevin Joseph Moore 
Moorpark, California 
Arland Douglas Pomerinke 
Goldendale, Washington 
Megan Marie Pooler t 
summa cum laude 
Selah, Washington 
Catherine Grace Porter 
Belfair, Washington 
Jennifer Helen Rudsit 
cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Molly Rose Krueger Rupp 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Isabella Pearl Santos 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Zachary Thomas Scott 
(Biology and English) 
East Wenatchee, Washington 
Olivia Lauren Shaffer 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Samantha Leslie Starkey 
magna cum laude 
Manitou Springs, Colorado 
Holli Marie Steinmetz 
cum laude 
Parker, Colorado 
Henry Morgan Stelter 
Bellevue, Washington 
Audrey Alexandra Strohm 
summa cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Catherine Jane Tucker 
Spokane, Washington 
• Katherin e Joy Waltar 
(English and Theology) 
summa cum laude 
Leavenworth, Washington 
• Elizabe th Dianne Williams 
(English and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Health Sciences 
Athletic Training 
Bachelor of Science 
Annalisa Marie Figueroa 
cum laude 
Newbury Park, California 
James Robert Blake Miller 
summa cum laude 
Missoula, Montana 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Andrea Kathleen Stump 
(Athletic Training and Health Science) 
summa cum laude 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Sports Health and 
Coaching 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Meaghan Michelle Houser 
Silverdale, Washington 
Community Health 
Bachelor of Arts 
Shawna Marie Ku'ulei Michiko 
Angle 
Pearl City, Hawai'i 
Katie Elizabeth McKay 
magna cum laude 
Missoula, Montana 
Sierra Iolana Rosenberg 
Sacramento, California 
Lesly Carina Sub Cue 
Spokane, Washington 
Health Science 
Bachelor of Arts 
Andrew David Adams 
magna cum laude 
Clarkston, Washington 
Moregan James Balthazor 
Ephrata, Washingt on 
Jacqueline Colleen Beal 
Des Moines, Washingt on 
Cooper Kenneth Budden 
Hockinson, Washington 
Corey Daniel Burt 
Dundee, Oregon 
Bethany Lynn Grenfell 
magna cum laude 
Sonora, California 
Alyssa Michele Hall 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Ashley Nicole Hall 
Spokane, Washington 
Alex Martin Hardlund 
Cypress, California 
2nd Lt. Luke Andrew Hoffman 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Curtis Tyler Hunter 
Danville, California 
Mikayla Jean Kraemer 
cum laude 
West Linn, Oregon 
Eleni Anne LaRue 
Aloha, Oregon 
Nicole Roseale Nelson 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Miranda Mae Norton 
(Health Science and Nursing) 
Spokane, Washington 
Shannae Janelle Guingona Pello 
Sedro-Woolley, Washington 
Crystal Pricilla Persaud 
Brooklyn, New York 
Tyler Michael Pfeffer 
Spokane, Washington 
Katelyn Elizabeth Rapacz 
cum laude 
West Richland, Washington 
in absentia 
Emily Renee Rollins 
cum laude 
Nampa, Idaho 
Melissa Alexandra Selzer 
San Diego, California 
Colin Quinn Shockman 
Spokane, Washington 
Natalie Carole Ann Todd 
cum laude 
Chattaroy, Washington 




Bachelor of Science 
Joy Alyssa Amado 
magna cum laude 
Coeur dAlene, Idaho 
Katara LaShawn Belton-Sharp 
Spokane, Washington 
Hannah Rae Bokma 
Spokane, Washington 
Kolton Kurt Carlson 
Enumclaw, Washington 
Kyle Patrick Cosby 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Sean Courtney Dennis 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Lana M. Ferris 
summa cum laude 
Vancouver, Washington 
Lindsey Elaine Foster 
summa cum laude 
Poulsbo, Washington 
Richard Gabriel Heath 
cum laude 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
Joanna C. Hope 
summa cum laude 
Puyallup, Washington 
Katherine Jane Jensen 
Atherton, California 
Megan Evangeline John 
summa cum laude 
Beaverton, Oregon 
Laura Rose Kester 
cum laude 
Lopez Island, Washington 
Christina Marie Kirkpatrick 
summa cum laude 
Longview, Washington 
Julianne Nicole Kubes 
magna cum laude 
Portland, Oregon 
Taylor Elizabeth Pena 
summa cum laude 
Jacksonville, Oregon 
Abbey Lynn Prunier 
Kennewick, Washington 
Lindsay Dawn Ross 
cum laude 
Missoula, Montana 
Mikayla Elaine Scharnhorst 
cum laude 
Lewiston, Idaho 
Mallorie Hope Schoesler 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Brandon Alec Smith 
Bozeman, Montana 
Molly June Smith 
magna cum laude 
Missoula, Montana 
• Andrea Kathleen Stump 
(Athletic Training and Health Science) 
summa cum laude 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Joshua Blake Thoren 
cum laude 
Nampa, Idaho 
Stephanie Anne Turner 
Salem, Oregon 
Aubrey Joy Williams 
Orting, Washington 




Bachelor of Science 
Katie Louise Adams 
Bellingham, Washington 
Kayla Marie Adrian 
cum laude 
Federal Way, Washington 
in absentia 
Michelle Renee Bauman 
cum laude 
Selah, Washington 




Courtney Dawn Campbell 
Pasco, Washington 
Kori Jane Carpenter 
magna cum laude 
Tualatin, Oregon 
Brittany Richelle Connor 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Courtney Paige Fulton 
magna cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
in absentia 




Devyn Elise Huylar 
magna cum laude 
East Wenatchee, Washington 




• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Bethany Alysha Konen 
cum laude 
Walla Walla, Washington 
Hannah Pauline Korsgaard 
Issaquah, Washington 
Ariel Noel Lagnion 
magna cum laude 
Beaverton, Oregon 
Rachel Leann Mackie 
cum laude 
Soldotna, Alaska 
Miranda Mae Norton 
(Health Science and Nursing) 
Spokane, Washington 
Lauren Rae Picha 
Puyallup, Washington 
in absentia 
Molly Jean Rozelle 
summa cum laude 
Chattaroy, Washington 
in absentia 
Rachel Lee Sherfey 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Emily Lynne Watsek 
summa cum laude 
Puyallup, Washington 
in absentia 
Katelyn Crystal Yesiki 





Bachelor of Arts 
• Alexandria Clarise Griffith 





Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Sophia Elizabeth Du Val 
Portland, Oregon 
• Anna Elizabeth Short 




Bachelor of Arts 
Michelle Marie Bodman 
(History and History/Social Studies) 
cum laude 
Woodinville, Washington 
Carly Anna Alice Dakin 
Bonney Lake, Washington 
Michael Francis Dumais 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Yvonne Hansen La Coursiere 
Hermiston, Oregon 
Samantha Susan Schweizer 
(History and International Studies) 
magna cum laude 
Arlington, Washington 
• Anna Elizabeth Short 
(Art History and History) 
cum laude 
Renton, Washington 
Phillip Charles Terrell 
(History/Social Studies and History) 
Greenacres, Washington 
Hannah Helene Tweet 
(History and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Camas, Washington 
History/Social Studies 
Bachelor of Arts 
Alysha Marie Bergstrom 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Michelle Marie Bodman 
(History and History/Social Studies) 
cum laude 
Woodinville, Washington 
Alexandria Clarise Griffith 




Bailey Ann Kasler 




• Phillip Charles Terrell 
(History/Social Studies and History) 
Greenacres, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
International Studies 
Bachelor of Arts 
Christy Kerri Haase 
(International Studies and Spanish) 
Elk Grove, California 
• Samantha Susan Schweizer 
(History and International Studies) 
magna cum laude 
Arlington, Washington 
Kinesiology 
Bachelor of Arts 
Millie Barbara Faber 
Fullerton, California 
Courtney Renee Fairhart 
Morton, Washington 
De'Armon SirWilliam Hall 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Alexxa Louise Hallberg 
Wenatchee, Washington 
Justin Michael Maxwell 
Spanaway, Washington 
• KC Jean McComnell* 
(Kinesiology and Secondary Education) 
summa cum laude 
Clarkston, Washington 
Micheal James Plueard 
Aloha, Oregon 




Nicholas Christopher Spagnola 
San Jose, California 
Celeste Kaye Stebe 
Pomona, California 
Robert Martin Thullen 
Tulare, California 
Wesley Kyle Walton 
Heyburn, Idaho 
Cody Ray Wright 
Spokane, Washington 
Sports Health and 
Coaching 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 





Bachelor of Science 
• Konan eikaimalu Daniel DeLude 
(Bioinformatics and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Makaha, Hawai'i 
Andrew Boynton Dodge 




Bachelor of Arts 
Kyle Burdick Amonson 
Spokane, Washington 
• Dani el Philip Carter 
(Business Management and Computer 
Science) 
Edmonds, Washington 
Brady Thomas Huston 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Ian Thomas Jones 
Vancouver, Washington 
Zachary Provinsal Jones 





Elias Christian Darey Nichols 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Stephen Thomas Thoen 
Spokane, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
• Kaysee-Li Carr Tomkins 





Bachelor of Science 
Neele Christin Ammon 
(Computer Science and Mathematics) 
Hamburg, Germany 
Jonathan Scott Burge 
(Mathematics and Computer Science) 
summa cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Matthew John Draper 
(Computer Science and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Puyallup, Washington 
Tyler James Harding 
Manson, Washington 
Katie Renae McKinney 
(Computer Science and Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
belt, Montana 
Jordanne Ashley Perry 
summa cum laude 
Tacoma, Washington 
Patrick David Price 
Portland, Oregon 
Simon Pavlovich Puzankov 
Mead, Washingt on 
John Wesley Thompson 
Lustin, California 
Katalina Jiehling Villamil 
™agna cum laude 
Roseville, California 
Jeremy Ian Vonderfecht 




Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 




Bachelor of Arts 
Faith Evelyn Gleason 
cum laude 
Edmonds, Washington 
Kelsey Anne Glynn 
cum laude 
Liberty Lake, Washington 
Mathematical Economics 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Amand a Rae Bayman 
(Mathematical Economics and 
Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Clarkston, Washington 
Bryce M. Davies 
Tacoma, Washington 
Vanessa Lauren Henzler 
Spokane, Washington 
• Levi Lane H uddleston 
(Mathematics and Mathematical 
Economics) 
magna cum laude 
Moses Lake, Washington 
• Josif Iliso i 
(Mathematical Economics and 
Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Silverton, Oregon 
Niehls Andrew Ingram 
Richland, Washington 
• Zachary P rovinsal Jones 
(Computer Science and Mathematical 
Economics) 
Vancouver, Washington 
Johanna Lynn Marcelia 
(Mathematical Economics and 
Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Issaquah, Washington 
Scott Jameson Mayfield 
cum laude 
Richland, Washington 
Hayley Marie Minniti 
Maple Valley, Washington 
Oliver William Ross Rudnicki 
magna cum laude 
Redmond, Washington 
Kaysee-Li Carr Tomkins 





Bachelor of Arts 
• Neele Christin Ammon 
(Computer Science and Mathematics) 
Hamburg, Germany 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
~Ts 
• Andrew Niels Brigham 
(Engineering Physics and Mathematics) 
summa cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 
• Jonathan Scott Burge 
(Mathematics and Computer Science) 
summa cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Trevor Warren Case 
Deary, Idaho 
Hannah Rose Comi* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Andrew Boynton Dodge 
(Bioinformatics and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Lewiston, Idaho 
• Matthew John Draper 
(Computer Science and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Puyallup, Washington 
Darlene Louise Durand 
Spokane, Washington 
Amber Elizabeth Edwards 
Hayden, Idaho 
Christopher Alan Forrest 
Whitefish, Montana 
• Sarah Dorothy Gady 
(Mathematics and Engineering Physics) 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Levi Lane Huddleston 
(Mathematics and Mathematical 
Economics) 
magna cum laude 
Moses Lake, Washington 
• Alexandra Pearl McConnell* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
Bend, Oregon 
• K atie Renae McKinney 
(Computer Science and Mathematics) 




Morgan Anne Sherve* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
magna cum laude 
Danville, California 
• J oshua Richard Vinton 
(Mathematics and Theology) 
cum laude 
Spring, Texas 
• Jeremy Ian Vonderfecht 
(Computer Science and Mathematics and 
Applied Physics) 
Richland, Washington 
Kyle David Winslow 
Sweet Home, Oregon 
Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science 
Chelsea Lynn Bayley* 
(Mathematics and Secondary Education) 
cum laude 
Rathdrum, Idaho 
Amanda Rae Bayman 
(Mathematical Economics and 
Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Clarkston, Washington 
• Cassianna Jean Busch 
(Mathematics and Physics) 
cum laude 
Bremerton, Washington 
Konaneikaimalu Daniel DeLude 
(Bioinformatics and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Makaha, Hawai'i 
Amy Rose Hooper 
(Engineering Physics and Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Josif Ilisoi 
(Mathematical Economics and 
Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Silverton, Oregon 
Tyler Eugene Soo Yong Knapp 
(Applied Physics and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Moses Lake, Washington 
Shawna Marie Korshavn 
magna cum laude 
Thousand Oaks, California 
• Johanna Lynn Marcelia 
(Mathematical Economics and 
Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Issaquah, Washington 
Sarah Jennifer Mickelsen 
magna cum laude 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Dalton Colter Rowland t 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Kimberly Ann Tadlock 
summa cum laude 
Vancouver, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Music 
Bachelor of Arts 
Kendra Arianne Apland 
Hood River, Oregon 
Erin Nicole Frank 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Kailley Alaire Grantham 
Eastsound, Washington 
Brittany Lynn Hoff 
summa cum laude 
Denton, Texas 
Savanna Noel Jenkins 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Haley Christine Kovach 
magna cum laude 
Renton, Washington 
Cindy Jeanneth Matthews 
cum laude 
Coeur dAlene, Idaho 
Tyler Curtis McFarland 
Moses Lake, Washington 
Kelsi RaeAnne Nelson 
Naselle, Washingt on 
Isaac Lindley Quezada 
Mitla, Mexico 
in absentia 
Katelyn Elizabeth Slack 
magna cum laude 
Port Townsend, Washington 




Michelle Renae Timmerman 
summa cum laude 
Tonasket, Washington 
Tanner Rose Walker 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Helene Margaret Welch 
summa cum laude 
Woodinville, Washington 
Ryan Marc Worthington 
Boise, Idaho 
Music Education 
Bachelor of Arts 
Shelby Gail Lemley* 
(Music Education and Secondary 
Education) 
magna cum laude 
Goldendale, Washington 
Philosophy 
Bachelor of Arts 
Kristin Marie Bennett 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Ryan Pineda Miller 
Spokane, Washington 
Tyler J. Rich 
Wailuku, Hawai'i 
Jacob Thomas Schmidt 
(Peace Studies and Philosophy) 
cum laude 
Prescott, Arizona 
Timothy James Westre 




Bachelor of Arts 
Christopher Andrew Beehler 
(Applied Physics and Chemistry) 
magna cum laude 
Yakima, Washington 
in absentia 
Bradley R. Beeksma 
cum laude 
Koloa, Hawai'i 
Nicholas John Brunner 
Burlington, Washington 
in absentia 




Nathaniel John Harrison Jones 
Seattle, Washington 
• Tyler Eugene Soo Yong Knapp 
(Applied Physics and Mathematics) 
cum laude 
Moses Lake, Washington 
Sein Pyo 
(Applied Physics and Chemistry) 
Boise, Idaho 
in absentia 




• Nathaniel Sawin Strain 
(Applied Physics and Theatre) 
Wilsonville, Oregon 
Chad Elliott Thomas 
magna cum laude 
Woodinville, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
-77 
• Jeremy Ian Vonderfecht 
(Computer Science and Mathematics and 
Applied Physics) 
Richland, Washington 
Alden T. Welsch 
Richland, Washington 
in absentia 
Andrew Vernon Young 
cum laude 
North Bend, Washington 
Biophysics 
Bachelor of Science 
Sydney Morgan Soares 
(Biophysics and Chemistry) 
Roseville, California 
Engineering Physics 
Bachelor of Science 
Andrew Niels Brigham 
(Engineering Physics and Mathematics) 
summa cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 
Sarah Dorothy Gady 
(Mathematics and Engineering Physics) 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
David Andrew Hoff 
summa cum laude 
Napa, California 
• Amy Rose Hooper 
(Engineering Physics and Mathematics) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
James Lithgow Mitchell 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Daniel Kemp Welstad 
cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
Theodore Thomas Wisniewski 
summa cum laude 
San Diego, California 
Linnea Joy Zavala 
magna cum laude 
Red Lodge, Montana 
Physics 
Bachelor of Arts 
Chasen Cortland Shaw 
Los Angeles, California 
Physics 
Bachelor of Science 
Jonathan Daniel Barta 
summa cum laude 
Rochester, New York 
Keenan James Brownsberger 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Cassianna Jean Busch 
(Mathematics and Physics) 
cum laude 
Bremerton, Washington 
Emily Kaelyn MacDonald 
(French and Physics) 




Eric Anthony Reichel 
cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Political Science 
Cross-Cultural Studies 
Bachelor of Arts 





Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Deanna Nicole Ingram 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
International Studies 
Bachelor of Arts 
Francesca Matea Bisciglia 
(International Studies and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Iris Helena Chavez 




Seoul, South Korea 
in absentia 
Kendall Lynn R'nae Dehnel 
Medical Lake, Washington 
Brennan R. Neal 
summa cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 




Bachelor of Arts 
• Shyanne Nicole Knighten 
(Peace Studies and Sociology) 
Grand Coulee, Washington 
John Pawlowski 
Lynden, Washington 
• Jacob Thomas Schmidt 
(Peace Studies and Philosophy) 
cum laude 
Prescott, Arizona 
• Madeleine Marian Tappa 
(Peace Studies and Sociology) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Olivia Anne Carkulis Zalewski 
(Peace Studies and Political Science) 
Helena, Montana 
Political Science 
Bachelor of Arts 
Ruben Tyler Aguilar IV 
Covington, Washington 
Abdullah Abdulrahman Alqahtani 
Saudi Arabia, Saudi Arabia 
in absentia 
Norann Christine Beidas 
magna cum laude 
Stanwood, Washington 
Justin W. G. A. Botejue 
summa cum laude 
Anaheim, California 
Christopher James Burnett 
magna cum laude 
0range, California 
Austin James Corbett 
cum laude 
Sandpoint, Idaho 
Jerusha J. Dressel 
(French and Political Science) 
summa cum laude 
Dallas, Oregon 
Elisabeth Ashley Ersek 
Redmond, Washington 
Daniel James Geiter 
magna cum laude 
Denver, Colorado 
Joshua Dodson Hayden 
Tucson, Arizona 
Cinthia Ana Mariel Illan-Vazquez 
magna cum laude 
Lakewood, Washington 
McKenzie Elizabeth Legg 
(French and Political Science) 
magna cum laude 
Sisters, Oregon 
Spencer Dawson Piper 
Spokane, Washington 
Michaela Marie Stevens 
Damascus, Oregon 
Trevor Ashley York 
magna cum laude 
Clovis, California 
Olivia Anne Carkulis Zalewski 
(Peace Studies and Political Science) 
Helena, Montana 
Psychology 
Bachelor of Arts 
Shanice Chaunte Applewhaite 
Spokane, Washington 
Carlie Rose Arreola 
Yakima, Washington 
Micah Elizabeth Barnett 
Fes, Morocco 
Brianna Pauline Bell 
magna cum laude 
Billings, Montana 
Joshua Edwin Bigner 
(Psychology and Sociology) 
cum laude 
Livingston, Montana 
Jaime Lynn Birch 
cum laude 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Courtney C. Chapin 
Post Falls, Idaho 
• Sarah Michelle Claveria Cruz 
(English and Psychology) 
Milpitas, California 
Ashley Mae Davenport 
magna cum laude 
Tacoma, Washington 
Christina Nicole Dobbins 
(Psychology and Art) 
summa cum laude 
Redwood City, California 
Karin Ann Hedges 
Covington, Washington 
Anna Rose Hinz 
Walla Walla, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
~7x 
Jesika K. Johnson 
(Psychology and Sociology) 
Tacoma, Washington 
Kyle Mark Johnson 
University Place, Washington 
Alexa Rose Jose 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Kaitlyn Christine Kelzer 
cum laude 
Nampa, Idaho 
Allie Lauren Knechtel 
magna cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Kelee Nicole Lambert 
(Biology and Psychology) 
cum laude 
Longview, Washington 
Brandon Scott Loiler 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 
Alyssa Cristal Martinez 
Othello, Washington 
Lauren Elizabeth McCaw 
Walla Walla, Washington 
Saryn Suzanne Mooney 





Christopher Riley O'Neal 
Bothell, Washington 
Tiara Jannine Puuwai Pajimola 
Spokane, Washington 
Elizabeth Lawrence Probus 
summa cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Jenna LeeAnn Reardanz 
cum laude 
Bellingham, Washington 
Alana Joan Richardson 
(Psychology and Sociology) 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Kellyn Sadie Roiko 
summa cum laude 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Ashley Noell Rothrock 
Spokane, Washington 
Jessica Lynn Ruby 
Spokane, Washington 
Jordan Tyler Runk 
cum laude 
Boring, Oregon 
Kiersten Noel Schneider 
cum laude 
Sammamish, Washington 
Ashley Taylor Senf 
Orting, Washington 
Marianne Sfeir 
summa cum laude 
Beirut, Lebanon 
Amanda Michelle Stewart 
Spokane, Washington 
Shae Michal Sunwold 
Yakima, Washington 
Tevin Lamar Tyus 
Sacramento, California 
DeNae Kila Vandam 
cum laude 
Missoula, Montana 
Kendall Michelle Watson 
Spokane, Washington 
• Timothy James Westre 
(Philosophy and Psychology) 
Spokane, Washington 
Melanie Suzanne Williams 
cum laude 
Senegal, Dakar 
Lindsey Leigh Wolf 
magna cum laude 
Deer Park, Washington 
Kerry Catherine Wright 
Portland, Oregon 
Sociology 
Bachelor of Arts 
Emily Anna Anderson 
La Conner, Washington 
Emily Mae Andrews f 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Joshua Edwin Bigner 
(Psychology and Sociology) 
cum laude 
Livingston, Montana 
Rebekah Frances Burrer 
Spokane, Washington 
Katherine Rose Carpenter 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Iris Helena Chavez 
(International Studies and Sociology) 
Spokane, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
Aleksander William Collier 
Gifford, Washington 
Bryce Marie Combs 
Newman Lake, Washington 
Danielle Victoria Cossey 
(English and Sociology) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Lauren Danielle Curtis 
Port Angeles, Washington 
Alexa Nicole Eisenbarth 
(Theology and Sociology) 
cum laude 
Kennewick, Washington 
Jessica Lee Galbraith 
Yorkville, Illinois 
Sydney Mariah Gilday 
cum laude 
Portland, Oregon 
Andrea Denali Hunter 
McMinnville, Oregon 
• Jesika K. Johnson 
(Psychology and Sociology) 
Tacoma, Washington 
Leah Emily Jones 
Spokane, Washington 
Shelby Caitlin Kennedy 
cum laude 
Chino, California 
Shyanne Nicole Knighten 
(Peace Studies and Sociology) 
Grand Coulee, Washington 
• Mirra Cole Matheson 
(Sociology and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Suquamish, Washington 
Emily Elizabeth Moline 
summa cum laude 
Chico, California 
Jasmine Marie Mulvaney 
Spokane, Washington 
Jordan Scott Pearson 




(Sociology and Spanish) 
University Place, Washington 
• Alana Joan Richardson 
(Psychology and Sociology) 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Kathryn Faith Schlahta 
Richland, Washington 
Grace Elaine Schroeder 
Gresham, Oregon 
Avery Douglas Smetana 
cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Sarah McKendrick Strah 
Seattle, Washington 
Madeleine Marian Tappa 
(Peace Studies and Sociology) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Ruth N. Wabula 
magna cum laude 
Shoreline, Washington 
Horizon Sophia Christine Worden 
Rimrock, Arizona 
Theatre 
Bachelor of Arts 
Danica Catherine Beschta 
cum laude 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Kacey Alexis Cockerill 
Bend, Oregon 
Kathryn Jane Cole 
Eagle, Idaho 
Rebecca Ann Ponce 
Meridian, Idaho 
Kylie Jo Skellen 
Tacoma, Washington 
Nathaniel Sawin Strain 
(Applied Physics and Theatre) 
Wilsonville, Oregon 
Kaitlynne Marie Tisdale 
Spokane, Washington 
Joseph Patrick Michael Williams 
Puyallup, Washington 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 





Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
Benjamin Joseph Bream 
University Place, Washington 
Ministerial Leadership 
Area of Concentration 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Kathryn Grace Hendricks + 
(Ministerial Leadership and Theology) 
magna cum laude 
Mercer Island, Washington 
Theology 
Bachelor of Arts 
Kalee Dawn Auvil + 
Orondo, Washington 
Adam James Blyckert t 
magna cum laude 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Tyler D. Burke 
cum laude 
Port Angeles, Washington 
Hannah Elizabeth Cobb 
(English and Theology) 
cum laude 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Lilly Hannah Davis 
George Whitworth Honors 
summa cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Alexa Nicole Eisenbarth 
(Theology and Sociology) 
cum laude 
Kennewick, Washington 
Matthew K. Goodale 
summa cum laude 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Kathryn Grace Hendricks t 
(Ministerial Leadership and Theology) 
magna cum laude 
Mercer Island, Washington 
Cara Grace Cormack Hughes 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Hannah Mary Elizabeth Hunter 
Chelan, Washington 
Alexander Charles Johnson 
magna cum laude 
Los Alamitos, California 
Bethany Joy Mack + 
Ukiah, California 
Olyvia Shan'tel Monique Manning f 
cum laude 
Spokane Valley, Washington 
Christian Liljedahl McKinney f 
summa cum laude 
Happy Valley, Oregon 
Tyler Scott McQuilkin 
Spokane, Washington 
Luke Walter Olsen 
George Whitworth Honors 
summa cum laude 
Monroe, Washington 
Audrey Elizabeth Schuberg 
Moorpark, California 
Leandra Rochelle Sexton t 
cum laude 
Mesa, Arizona 
Joel Peter Silvius 
(Economics and Theology) 
magna cum laude 
Boise, Idaho 
Joshua Richard Vinton 
(Mathematics and Theology) 
cum laude 
Spring, Texas 
Katherine Joy Waltar 
(English and Theology) 
summa cum laude 
Leavenworth, Washington 
Hailey Anne Zimmerman t 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 




Bachelor of Arts 
Ivalee Kate Parks Beck 
(English and French) 
Bellevue, Washington 
• Jerusha J. Dressel 
(French and Political Science) 
summa cum laude 
Dallas, Oregon 
• Azaria Kendra Heier* 
(French and Secondary Education) 
magna cum laude 
SeaTac, Washington 
• McKenzie Elizabeth Legg 
(French and Political Science) 
magna cum laude 
Sisters, Oregon 
• Emily Kaelyn MacDonald 
(French and Physics) 
magna cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
• Hanna Merrick Martin 
(English and French) 
summa cum laude 
Spokane, Washington 
Spanish 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Haley Christine Baxley* 
(Secondary Education and Spanish) 
George Whitworth Honors 
summa cum laude 
£ne, Colorado 
• Hannah Gale Beachwood 
(Spanish and Biology) 
cum laude 
Beaverton, Oregon 
• Francesca Matea Bisciglia 
(International Studies and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Lisa Marie Bjorklund 
(Biology and Spanish) 
Yakima, Washington 
• Amanda Jolie Cowan* 
(Secondary Education and Spanish) 
cum laude 
Edmonds, Washington 
Vanessa Lynn Curless 
summa cum laude 
Bakersfield, California 
• Christy Kerri Haase 
(International Studies and Spanish) 
Elk Grove, California 
• Katelyn Joy Hunter* 
(Secondary Education and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Bellingham, Washington 
Mirra Cole Matheson 
(Sociology and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Suquamish, Washington 
• Christian Ramirez 
(Sociology and Spanish) 
University Place, Washington 
• Molly Jo Roloff 
(Accounting and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
Morgan Patrick Russell 
summa cum laude 
Martinez, California 
Juliana Martinez Sepulveda 
cum laude 
Bakersfield, California 
• Sasha Siclait 
(Journalism 8c Mass Communication and 
Spanish) 
Salem, Oregon 
Braden Joe Stepp 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Jordan Lee Thomas* 
(Elementary Education and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Gig Harbor, Washington 
• Matthew Thomas 
(Biology and Spanish) 
cum laude 
Salem, Oregon 
• Hannah Helene Tweet 
(History and Spanish) 
summa cum laude 
Camas, Washington 
• Anita Rachel Weeks 
(Chemistry and Spanish) 
Spokane, Washington 
Elizabeth Dianne Williams 
(English and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Juliana Nicole Zajicek 
(Communication and Spanish) 
magna cum laude 
Coeur dAlene, Idaho 
• completing more than one major and sitting with department of other major 
* completing Teacher Certification Program 
t completing Certification for Ministry Program 
£<7f£-/J 
WHITWORTH EVENTS 
New Faculty: Trisha Duffey, Erica Salkin, Joseph Vigil, 
'93, John Pell, Cynthia Wright, Katherine Karr-Cornejo, 
Elizabeth Campbell, Corey McKenna, Flint Simonsen, 
Robert Buckham 
Visiting Faculty: Eugene Nyantakyi, Kaye Kamp, Michael 
Artime, Andrew Kirkpatrick, Mark Baird, Tibebe Eshete, 
Marguerite Bullock Wolcott, '00, Brytton Bjorngaard 
Faculty Retirements: Hans Bynagle, Carol Hollar 
Campus News: In October, Whitworth brings political 
commentator George F. Will to Spokane as its inaugural 
President's Leadership Forum speaker; Will is followed, 
in April, by Dean of the Harvard Graduate School of 
Education Kathleen McCartney; the university hires 
Caroline Simon to serve as its next provost and executive 
vice president; Jann Leppien is tapped as the inaugural 
holder of the Margo Long Endowed Chair in Gifted 
Education; Whitworth claims the No. 4 spot in U.S. 
News & World Report's ranking of best values in the 
West; a new campus recreation center rises in the vicinity 
of Westminster Hall and the tennis center; President 
Beck A. Taylor is elected to the board of directors of the 
Association of Presbyterian Colleges and Universities; 
forensics takes first place in the overall sweepstakes and 
second place in the debate sweepstakes at the National 
Christian College Forensics Association tournament. 
Sports News: In men's hoops, Whitworth finishes 26-4, 
wins a fourth consecutive NWC title, and makes it to 
the Sweet Sixteen in the NCAA Div. Ill tournament; 
women's hoops ties for third in the NWC, then wins the 
conference tournament to advance to the first round of 
the NCAA dance; men's soccer wins its eighth title under 
Northwest Conference Coach of the Year Sean Bushey; 
men's swimming claims the record for longest NWC streak 
in the sport by winning its 11th consecutive championship; 
Whitworth's swimmin' women dominate at the NWC 
championship meet, claiming another conference 
championship; in men's track & field, shot putter Carter 
Comito, '13, earns two National Athlete of the Week 
awards as he shatters records at the Buc Scoring Invite and 
the Sam Adams Classic.; Whitworth wins its sixth straight 
Mcllroy-Lewis Trophy. 
BEYOND WHITWORTH 
Barack Obama claims a second term as POTUS in 
the 2012 elections; Congress languishes in politically 
motivated gridlock; Hurricane Sandy devastates the East 
Coast, killing dozens, cutting power to millions, and 
washing out scores of seaside homes; massacres at Aurora, 
Colo., Milwaukee, Wise., and Newtown, Conn., force 
Americans to take a deeper look at gun violence; "big 
four" Academy Award winners are Jennifer Lawrence, 
Best Actress; Daniel Day-Lewis, Best Actor; Ang Lee, 
Best Director; and Argo, Best Picture; Louisville wins 
the men's NCAA Div. I basketball championship, while 
UConn is the new women's national champ; the S.F. 
Giants lay waste to the Detroit Tigers in the World 
Series; the Miami Heat beat the Oklahoma City Thunder 
to take the NBA championship; Baltimore squeaks by the 
49ers in the Super Bowl. 
Deaths: Whitworthian Daniel Carter, '15; actors 
Andy Griffith and Larry Hagman; singer Etta James; 
NFL chronicler Steve Sabol; U.S. Senator and 1972 
presidential candidate George McGovern; snappy writer 
Nora Ephron; film critic Roger Ebert; former British 
Prime Minister and "Iron Lady" Margaret Thatcher; 
writers Ruth Prawer Jhabvala and Chinua Achebe; former 
mayor of NYC "Hizzoner" Ed Koch; baseball's Earl Weaver 
and Stan "The Man" Musial; astronauts Neil Armstrong 
and Sally Ride; jazzman Dave Brubeck 
J# 
WHITWORTH EVENTS 
New Faculty: Elizabeth Abbey, Jessica Clements, 
Candice Correia, LuElla D'Amico, Claudia Dumitrescu, 
Stacy Keogh, Mark Killian, Will Kynes, Keith Lambert, 
'91, Jann Leppien, Robin Pickering, Shane Wibel 
Visiting Faculty: Stacy Hill, Douglas Jones, Doreen 
Keller, Tara Lambert, '93, Stacey Nauman, Cheree Sauer 
Faculty Retirements: Laura Bloxham, '69, Betty 
Williams, John Yoder 
Campus News: Whitworth welcomes new Vice President 
and Provost Caroline Simon and dedicates the University 
Recreation Center, 32,000 square feet of space offering 
indoor basketball courts, a three-lane running track, a 
climbing wall and fitness equipment; the fall President's 
Leadership Forum brings author and Presidential Scholar 
Doris Kearns Goodwin to Spokane; she is followed in 
the spring by former U.S. Secret Service Director Mark 
Sullivan; the President's Colloquy comprises three 
significant events exploring the Reformed, evangelical 
and ecumenical aspects of Whitworth's institutional 
theological expression; as part of a larger effort to trim 
expenses, the university suspends operations at its 
Costa Rica Center for 2014T5; long-term plans for the 
facility are under consideration; honorary doctorates are 
awarded to California mega-philanthropists David and 
Dana Dornsife; and Whitworth celebrates the 100th 
anniversary of i ts move from Tacoma to Spokane,. 
Sports News: Whitworth wins its seventh consecutive 
McElroy-Lewis trophy for best athletics program in the 
Northwest Conference; men's basketball has another 
sterling year, ending the season in the second round 
of the NCAA Div. Ill playoffs with an impressive 23-6 
overall record; women's hoops also makes it to the Dili 
ohampionship tourney, beating No. 1 Whitman and 
second-place George Fox in the conference championship 
tourney; men's swimming wins an incredible (and 
UnPrecedented) 12th consecutive conference 
championship; Wheaton's Rod Sandberg becomes 
Whitworth's head football coach, replacing John Tully, 
who racks up his 100th career win; men's golf wins the 
NWC Spring Classic; Pirate track & field men claim fifth 
straight NWC title; women take second. 
BEYOND WHITWORTH 
The Affordable Care Act, aka Obamacare, rolls out and 
enrolls millions amid many glitches and much grumbling; 
civil war in Syria and missile threats from North Korea 
set diplomats' teeth on edge; Vladimir Putin invades 
Ukraine; Pope Francis puts a welcome new spin on 
the papacy; Prince William's wife, Duchess Catherine, 
brings forth the much-photographed and grandly named 
George Alexander Louis of the House of Windsor; a 
Malaysian jetliner disappears into the blue and begets a 
worldwide search; at the Oscars, Cate Blanchett is Best 
Actress, Lupita Nyong'o is Best Supporting Actress, 
Matthew McConaughey is Best Actor, Jared Leto is Best 
Supporting Actor, Twelve Years a Slave wins Best Picture, 
and Alfonso Cuaron is Best Director; at March Madness, 
in a rare double, UConn wins both the men's and the 
women's basketball national championships; the Miami 
Heat win a second consecutive NBA championship, 
beating San Antonio; the Boston Red Sox win the World 
Series over the St. Louis Cardinals; and the Seattle 
Seahawks humble the Denver Broncos, 43-8, in Super 
Bowl XLVIII. 
Deaths: Champion of liberty Nelson Mandela; actors 
James Gandolfini, Shirley Temple Black, Mickey Rooney, 
Sheila MacRae, Philip Seymour Hoffman, and actor/ 
writer/director Harold Ramis; musicians Pete Seeger, Lou 
Reed, and Phil Everly; authors Gabriel Garcia Marquez, 
Tom Clancy, Amiri Baraka, Maxine Kumin and Elmore 
Leonard; king of early TV Sid Caesar; pioneering 
orthopedic surgeon Frank Jobe; MLB Hall of Famer Ralph 
Kiner; war photographer Anja Niedringhaus; and Sound 




New Faculty: Kira Austin, Dawn Keig, Youngsu Lee, Paul 
Ojennus, Kathy Watts, Monica Whitlock, Joy York 
Visiting Faculty: Robin Henager Greene, Doreen Keller, 
William Ntow, David Sloan 
Faculty Retirements: James Edwards, '67, Gordon 
Jackson, Dennis Sterner 
Campus News: Whit worth celebrates its 125th 
anniversary and kicks off the public phase of its $100 
million Campaign for Whitworth; the university breaks 
ground for a substantial addition to and remodeling of 
the music building, soon to be named the Cowles Music 
Center; former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice 
and Equal Justice Initiative founder and executive director 
Bryan Stevenson are Whit worth's 2014-15 Presidential 
Leadership Forum speakers; the university launches its 
first Whitworth Serves Day, which takes place in 13 
venues in eight states; the Whitworth Office of Church 
Engagement begins its work of serving and supporting 
churches and other ministries in the Western U.S.; the 
Dornsife Center for Community Engagement (formerly 
the Whitworth Center for Service-Learning) continues 
its important work with the generous support of its 
namesakes, David and Dana Dornsife. 
Sports News: Whitworth wins its eighth consecutive 
McElroy-Lewis Trophy; men's soccer captures the 
Northwest Conference championship and makes it to the 
Round of 16 in the NCAA Div. Ill tourney; volleyball 
captures the NWC crown; women's basketball gets off to 
a 13-0 start, the best in Whitworth history, and ends the 
season at 21-5, the team's third consecutive season with 
20-plus wins; men's basketball ends the season in the 
second round of the Div. Ill national tourney, earning a 
25-4 record and making Matt Logie the first Dili coach 
ever to amass more than 100 victories in his first four 
years; the softball team wins its first NWC championship. 
BEYOND WHITWORTH 
The Ebola epidemic kills more than 6,000 people in 
West Africa and becomes a global health crisis; ISIS, an 
emerging terrorist group, takes brutality to a new level 
with filmed beheadings and the takeover of entire towns 
in Syria and Iraq; a Germanwings co-pilot deliberately 
flies his passenger jet with 150 aboard into the side 
of a mountain in the French Alps; the U.S. restores 
diplomatic relations with Cuba; the GOP gears up with 
myriad contenders for a 2016 run at the U.S. presidency, 
while Democrats seem to have settled on Hillary Clinton 
as their candidate; at the Oscars, Eddie Redmayne is Best 
Actor; Julianne Moore is Best Actress; J.K. Simmons 
is Best Supporting Actor; Patricia Arquette is Best 
Supporting Actress; Birdman wins both Best Picture 
and Best Director (Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu); at 
March Madness, Duke wins the men's crown and the 
UConn women repeat as national champs; The San 
Antonio Spurs thump the Miami Heat to win the NBA 
championship; the San Francisco Giants win the World 
Series over the Kansas City Royals; the New England 
Patriots squeak by the Seattle Seahawks in Super Bowl 
XLIX. 
Deaths: Comic actors Robin Williams and Jan Hooks; 
musicians Joe Cocker and Jack Bruce; actors Edward 
Herrman, Lauren Bacall and James Garner; comic 
Joan Rivers; poet Mark Strand; directors Mike Nichols 
and Richard Attenborough; Car Talk's Tom Magliozzi; 
assisted-suicide advocate Brittany Maynard; Texas oilman 
Nelson Bunker Hunt; legendary Washington Post editor 
Ben Bradlee; fashion designer Oscar de la Renta; Reagan 
press secretary and gun-control advocate James Brady; 




New Faculty: Thorn Caraway, Donald Comi, Haley 
Goranson, Kevin Grieves, Robin Henager, Stacy Hill, 
Jonathan Huwe, Doreen Keller, Young Lee, Stacey 
Nauman, Bradley Oiler, Jacob Rapp, Jeremy Wynne 
Visiting Faculty: Alisha Epps, Joshua Leim, Justin Martin, 
Marc Robinson 
Faculty Retirements: Roger Mohrlang, Ron Prosser 
Campus News: President Beck A. Taylor creates the 
Whitworth Diversity Cabinet and appoints Whitworth's 
first chief diversity officer; a megaforce windstorm whips 
through Spokane, wreaking havoc on the university's 
beloved Ponderosas; late professor Hugh W. Johnston 
leaves Whitworth $2.05 million to be used, in part, for an 
endowed chemistry professorship; the music department 
brings jazz great Pat Matheny to Spokane for its fall guest-
artist concert and sends the wind symphony to Thailand 
over Spring Break; the President's Leadership Forum 
welcomes N.Y. Times columnist David Brooks (fall) and 
AOL founder Steve Case (spring); Whitworth Forensics 
takes first prize at the National Christian College 
Forensics Association competition; Alex Hoffman, '16, 
is named national debate champion; Temple Grandin 
visits Whitworth to talk about autism and animal 
behavior; Whitworth's team wins the national Ethics 
Bowl championship; work on Cowles Music Center 
nears completion; students present Diversity Monologues, 
articulating their unique stories. 
Sports News: Women's cross country wins the 
Northwest Conference title and a bid to the NCAA 
D3 championships; football finishes 9-2 overall in the 
brutal NWC and competes in the first round of the 
NCAA playoffs; the women of Whitworth volleyball win 
their second straight title, losing to 14th-ranked Texas-
Dallas in the first round of the national tournament; 
mens soccer brings home its second consecutive title; 
mens basketball finishes the season at 26-2, winning 
its seventh straight conference championship and 
making it to the second round of the NCAA tourney; 
men's swimming regains NWC crown; baseball wins 
conference championship after 11-0 start; softball ends 
national champion Tufts' NCAA-record 53-game win 
streak, wins NWC title; track & field teams both bring 
home conference championships; Whitworth wins ninth 
consecutive Mcllroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophy, showing 
the conference who's boss. 
BEYOND WHITWORTH 
Donald Trump shocks the U.S. and the world with his 
viable bid for the Republican presidential nomination; 
Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders gives former Secretary 
of State Hillary Clinton all she can handle in pursuit of 
the Democratic nod; tens of thousands flee war-torn Syria 
and other areas in the Middle East; the U.S. Supreme 
Court issues a decision to make same-sex marriage legal 
throughout the country; Pope Francis visits Cuba and the 
U.S., bringing a message of healing for both humanity 
and the planet; at the Oscars, Leonardo DiCaprio and 
Brie Larson earn the top acting awards, Alejandro 
Inarittu is Best Director, and Spotlight is B est Movie; 
the Villanova Wildcats are men's national champs in 
college basketball, and the UConn women win their 
fourth consecutive national title; the K.C. Royals beat 
the N.Y. Mets in the World Series; the Golden State 
Warriors triumph over the Cleveland Cavaliers in the 
NBA championship; the Denver Broncos, with iconic 
quarterback Peyton Manning at the helm, best the 
favored Carolina Panthers, 24-10, in Super Bowl 50. 
Deaths: At Whitworth: Sam Adams, Ginny Ainley, 
Dorothy McLarren, Wanda Cowles, Adrian Teo, Howard 
Stien, Bob Dingman. Nationally/internationally: NFL 
legend Frank Gifford; horror-movie auteur Wes Craven; 
psychologist/author Oliver Sacks; Yankees' three-time 
MVP catcher and raconteur Yogi Berra; seminal rock star 
David Bowie; Eagles co-founder Glenn Frey; consummate 
actors Alan Rickman and Patty Duke; Supreme Court 
Justice Antonin Scalia; comedian Gary Shandling; 
former first lady Nancy Reagan; country music legend 
Merle Haggard; rock-and-roll legend Prince 
4* 
Academic regalia is a tradition dating from the Middle 
Ages, when long robes and hoods were everyday attire 
designed to protect against the cold and drafts of medieval 
university halls. It remains the daily costume at some British 
universities. 
The many variations in academic dress are not incidental, 
but are rich in meaning. Each costume represents both the 
degree held by the wearer and the institution that awarded 
it. Though European universities have been free to adopt any 
style they choose, a considerable degree of standardization 
has been achieved in the United States. Following are some 
of the elements of the code of academic dress. 
HOOD: The hood, which is draped down the back, carries 
more symbolic significance than any other part of the 
costume. The border, extending over the shoulders to meet 
in a "V" at the front, indicates by its colors the discipline in 
which the degree was earned. Colors for some of the faculties 
are white (arts, letters, humanities); cream (social science); 
dark blue (philosophy); light blue (education); scarlet 
(theology); pink (music); golden yellow (natural science); 
lemon (library science); nugget (business, accounting); and 
sage green (physical education). 
The lining of the hood, partly exposed, is in the colors of 
the degree-granting institution (for Whitworth, crimson 
and black). Doctoral hoods are longer than those of master's 
degree recipients and have a wider border. Recipients of the 
bachelor's degree do not wear hoods. 
GOWN: Black gowns are the rule, but a few universities 
use other colors. A doctor's gown is recognizable by the 
three horizontal velvet bars on each sleeve, either in black 
or in the color of the discipline in which the degree was 
granted. Typically, a doctor's gown also has velvet panels 
down the front. The typical gowns for master's degree and 
baccalaureate degree candidates do not have decorated 
panels or sleeves. 
CAP: The familiar hard-topped mortarboard, or Oxford 
cap, has long been standard, but a soft tarn is increasingly 
common. The tassels are usually black or the color of the 
discipline. The tassel on a doctor's cap is usually metallic 
gold. 
The banners carry the Celtic cross, representing the 
university's Scottish Presbyterian heritage, and the seal of 
Whitworth University. These banners are a permanent part 
of the commencement exercises. 
Whitworth's ceremonial icon, to be carried at 
commencement, convocations, and other official 
university ceremonies, is the Quasquicentennial Pine 
Cone. The icon was commissioned and presented to 
the university by President Beck A. Taylor to honor the 
institution's 125th anniversary, in 2015. It was designed 
by Associate Professor of Art Katie Creyts and was first 
used at Spring Convocation 2016. The icon depicts the 
cone of the Ponderosa pine, long a symbol of Whitworth's 
beautiful tree-lined campus. Crafted of cast bronze 
and glass, the Quasquicentennial Pine Cone reflects 
a lamp of learning as well as the characteristics of the 
cone itself. The top of the piece includes a quotation 
from the original 1890 Whitworth College catalog, 
and 12 of the cast-glass pine-cone scales feature moral 
and intellectual virtues that reflect the Whitworth 
community's highest aspirations for its members. The 
text for each of the virtues was handwritten by a different 
member of the Whitworth community, signifying that 
out of many voices and perspectives, we come together as 
a single body, united in celebration of and dedication to 
Whitworth's Christian mission. 
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Latin honors at Whitworth University are based on the 
traditional Latin wording: cum laude (with honor), magna 
cum laude (with high honor), and summa cum laude (with 
highest honor). The criteria for these honors are based on 
the grade point average earned at Whitworth, as follows: 
cum laude, 3.50 and above; magna cum laude, 3.75 and above; 
summa cum laude, 3.90 and above. Baccalaureate candidates 
wear honor cords with their caps and gowns. Bronze cords 
denote cum laude, silver cords indicate magna cum laude, 
and gold cords signify summa cum laude. 
Membership in the Provost's Honor Roll is granted to 
every degree-seeking undergraduate student completing 
the previous semester with a minimum grade point 
average of 3.75 for a minimum courseload of 12 graded 
semester credits. 
Eligibility for the President's Cup is based on a 4.0 cumulative 
GPA for graduating seniors who have completed 126 credits 
toward the baccalaureate degree at Whitworth University 
by the end of the Jan Term of their graduating year. 
Students graduating in the George Whitworth Honors 
Program have maintained a cumulative 3.75 GPA and have 
completed 15 credits in the George Whitworth Honors 
Program in four of the following categories: honors courses/ 
seminars, honors research project, honors internship, honors 
off-campus study, honors creative project, or honors Core. 
(1) Participation in commencement and inclusion in the 
commencement program do not guarantee official granting 
of a degree. The registrar's office verifies completion of all 
course work and degree requirements for baccalaureate degree 
candidates. The graduate office or specific graduate program 
performs the same function for master's degree candidates. 
(2) The official document verifying degree completion is the 
Whitworth University transcript, signed and sealed by the 
registrar. (3) Academic honors appearing in this program are 
based upon credits completed prior to the spring semester. 
Final honors recognition will appear on transcripts and is 
based upon Whitworth academic credits. 
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Arizona State University 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Azusa Pacific University 
Baylor College of Medicine 
Baylor University 
Benjamin Cardozo School of Law at Yeshiva University 
Boston University 
Brandeis University 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Case Western Reserve University 
Claremont Graduate University 
Drake University 
Duke University 
Duke University Divinity School 
Eastern Washington University 




Johns Hopkins University - Peabody Institute 
Lewis & Clark College - Northwestern School of Law 
Loyola University Chicago 
Mayo Clinic College of Medicine 
New York University 
Northwestern University 
Oregon Health & Science University 
Oregon State University 
The Pennsylvania State University 
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary 
Princeton Theological Seminary 
Princeton University 
Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey 
Seattle University School of Law 
Stetson University College of Law 
Texas A&M University 
The Catholic University of America 
University of Arizona 
University of California Berkeley 
University of California Los Angeles 
University of California San Diego 
University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus 
University of Colorado at Boulder 
University of Denver School of Law 
University of Hawai'i 
University of Idaho 
University of Kansas 
University of Kentucky 
University of Michigan 
University of Montana 
University of Notre Dame 
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center 
University of Oregon School of Law 
University of Texas at Austin 
University of Washington 
University of Wisconsin Madison 
Vanderbilt University 
Washington State University 
Washington University School of Medicine 
Wesley Theological Seminary 
Western Washington University 
Willamette University 
This list is a sampling of graduate school placements for Whitworth alumni and is not definitive. 
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